Checkpoint
Design Analysis Dashboard Application for Integr8tor

- Accurate & comprehensive Board Design Characteristics (BDC)
- Fast highlighting of BDC
- Intuitive and dynamic GUI pinpoints any location found
- Serve your customers faster and better
- Avoid delays to your time-critical deliveries

**Accurate & comprehensive Board Design Characteristics (BDC)**

**Checkpoint** visualizes the Board Design Characteristics gathered by Integr8tor. Checkpoint visualizes the found locations inside the PCB. The locations are dynamically shown on the board layout, in full detail and with the required and measured values. Sales and Engineering can easily identify them up front, avoiding delays to your time-critical deliveries.

**Fast highlighting of BDC**

**Checkpoint** is an interactive **Integr8tor** application for fast and accurate review of Board Design Characteristics.

**Intuitive, dynamic GUI shows issues**

Graphical charts give a direct overview of the analysis parameters and for each Design Analyze value the amount of instances on the PCB overall and per layer. Clear dynamic graphics pinpoint any issues found.

**Integr8tor - AutoCam**

**Job Database**
- Job instances
- Status
- Reports
- Fabrication Specs

**Process Flow**

**Input**
- Email
- Webform
- RIP
- Hotfolder
- Pdf Form
- Manual

**Output - Reporting**
- Original Job
- CAM Report - Import
- Job Report - Import
- Job Report - Referenced
- Rebuild Job
- Clean Job
- CAM Report - Clean
- CAM Report - CAM-Mark

**We Try Harder!**

Serve your customers faster and better
Build stronger business relationships by providing the highest level of customer service. Allows the sales and engineering team to become more pro-active in their sales strategy by removing the burden associated with traditional quoting and engineering.

Avoid delays to time-critical deliveries
The analysis of CAM data can now be handled automatically by your sales & engineering team. Customers will no longer present a delay and challenge after sending their CAM data. INTEGR8TOR's integration in your IT environment minimizes manual data handling. BDC issues are communicated to the customer within minutes of receiving the RFQ.

Ucamco protects your Investments
Ucamco has a longstanding tradition of protecting its customer's investments. CHECKPOINT is no exception: it seamlessly hooks in to your existing INTEGR8TOR installation and reuses all of the available software setups.